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PRINCIPLE-

－The List of ①②③Truhtes Necessary for Democratizing－.
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ＯuKK！
①People can be Fundamentally Free
by securing {food、housing with energy}.

*Crows taught us
②People

be Equal(God order)

the fact.

VS Satan

ideolgy

－Satan ideolgy－
People is devided those who are dominated and those who dominate.
⑴What makes fundamental humann relation ?：it is give(produce) & take(consume)：
consuming

(adult)
give

ownself

take

consuming
others

(child)
wealth

wealth
⑵What

is personality

in

relations

?

:it's give＞take,or give＜take。
⒜master＝rich,child

：it's give＜take。

Too wealthy make troublesome nobilitisim

more welath<egocentricsm>
right wing
nobilitism

Fear for decline of nobilitism makes

Satanization

vs

satanization(hatred against opposer

Democracy

＝suppresion,bitter living,and war)

liberalism

⒝slave＝poor,grown up：it's give＞take。

less wealth<egouniversalism>

⑶People must discriminate those who is oppotuntist with Satan and not those !!.
⒜People must be equal is God order,whereas,⒝wealth(money,...)is limited.
⒞Hence the surplus must be restore to who are exploited for realizing equality.
⒟Those who is against theme⒞ is Satan,against whom we must make fight.

③The Victory is Voting for Politician the Justice。
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You must discriminate politician the oppotuntist with Satan from non Oppotuntist
by careful co-research by collecting possible facts of their policy and action.
It is all the everything of politics for democratizing.
Then you could win the victory only by the actions.
⑴Avobe all,people must be acquainted with the truthes of the world structures
as logic mentioned in above ⑵ which are all very evident facts.
⑵In the world,a total amount of wealth(money,resource,...) are finite.
Then they say that wealth can be created by more labour in producing,though
only by such ways,the situation never can be changed from as it has been.
⑶Actually to tell,the necessary wealth may be sufficient for all the people's
appropriate standard living(ASL),if <give and take dealing> is rational.
☞:The deciding ASL is kernel and serious poroblem,since it depends on people 's
phylosophy(their tradtion of living and so on) and economics methods
employing in the deciding.Tough as it,is,it has the minimum condition to live.
①People can be Fundamentally Free by securing {food-housing-energy}.
The trinity are obviously finte in their quantity.
⑷Then you shall recognize the kernel problem whose standard of living go up
and whose that of down.Fear for decline of rich(nobility) makes Satanization
(hatred against opposer).After all,any political problem shall be concentrated
in this unique one!.One in established benifit regime is likely hate opposer.
⑸The obvious solution of Satanization is unique as that people in higher
position never can cease their fear for dropping down unless he has come down
to stable lower ground.It is the fear that cause all of the evil in the world.
God 's true will lies in there(the fable of Satan).
⑹It is such simple but rigid fact for which the evil dominiater fear.It's look
like shouting of adult warning child on higher dangerous tree of fruit.
⑺Thus you must discriminate politicians the oppotuntist with Satan from nonOppotuntists by careful co-research by collecting possible facts of their
policy.It is all the everything of politics for democratizing.Then you could
win the victory only by the actions.

